BIBLIOGRAPHY/BIBLIOGRAPHIE

Bibliography on Canadian Labour History

Compiled by G. Douglas Vaisey.

THS BIBLIOGRAPHY CONTINUES THE WORK OF THE Bulletin of the Committee on Canadian Labour History in attempting to present a record of books, theses, articles, and related materials produced in the year preceding this volume (i.e., 1979). Through some warp in time, however, the Committee has yet to present the 1978 bibliography. Readers will therefore find one 1979 bibliography, one 1978 bibliography, and a third section entitled “Update in Labour Bibliography.”

1979 Books and Theses


*L’Éducation et le travailleur canadien: rapport de la Commission 
d’enquête sur le congé-éducation et la productivité.* Ottawa: Travail Can-
ada, 1979. [Also issued in English as *Education and Working Canadians.*]

1979.

[Newfoundland seal hunt.]

Confederation of National Trade Unions. *Histoire du mouvement ouvrier au 
Québec, 1825-1976.* Montréal: Centrale de l’enseignement du Québec,
1979.

Confédération des Syndicats Nationaux. *Pour le droit au travail dans les 

Conseil du Patronat du Québec. *Répertoire des associations patronales 


Dionne, Georges. *43 ans dans leur trou.* Montréal: Confédération des syn-
dicats nationaux, 1979.


Fédération des Travailleurs Québécois. *Un pays en commun: la solidarité, 
workers.]


Genest, Bernard et al. *Les artisans traditionnels de l’est du Québec.* Québec:


Guest, Dennis. *The Emergence of Social Security in Canada.* Vancouver: 

Harvey, Fernand and Gilles Houle. *Les Classes sociales au Canada et au 
Québec: bibliographie annotée.* Québec: Université Laval, 1979. [Cahiers 
de l’ISSH, Collection Études sur le Québec, no. 11.]

Hennessy, Peter H. *Schools in Jeopardy: Collective Bargaining in Education.*

Hétu, Jean Paul. *Lutte des travailleurs du textile au Québec.* Montréal: Cen-

Hundey, Ian. *Canada, Immigrants and Settlers.* Toronto: Macmillan of Can-
ada, 1979.

Kealey, Linda, ed. *A Not Unreasonable Claim: Women and Reform in Canada, 
Kolasky, John. *The Shattered Illusion: The History of Ukrainian Pro-

LaRivière, Claude and Albert Saint-Martin. *Albert Saint-Martin, militant
d’avant-garde, 1865-1947.* Laval, Qué.: Éditions coopératives Albert

LeMay, Jacques. *Coopérative du Bas Saint-Laurent et développement

Lipton, Charles. *Histoire du syndicalisme au Canada et au Québec,
tion of *Trade union movement in Canada.*]

McLean, Bruce. "*A Union Amongst Government Employees*: A History of the
B.C. Government Employees’ Union, 1919-1979.* Burnaby, B.C.: British

McNaught, Kenneth. *J.S. Woodsworth.* Toronto: Fitzhenry & Whiteside,
1979.


Mardiros, Anthony. *William Irvine: The Life of a Prairie Radical.* Toronto:

Montero, Gloria. *We Stood Together: First-Hand Accounts of Dramatic
Events in Canada’s Labour Past.* Toronto: J. Lorimer, 1979. [“Accounts of
some of Canada’s less prominent labour leaders.”]

Newlands, David L. *Early Ontario Potters: Their Craft and Trade.* Toronto:


Palmer, Bryan D. *A Culture in Conflict: Skilled Workers and Industrial
Capitalism in Hamilton, Ontario (1860-1914).* Montreal: McGill-Queen’s

Piva, Michael J. *The Condition of the Working Class in Toronto, 1900-1921.*


Schwantes, Carlos A. *Radical Heritage: Labor, Socialism and Reform in
Washington and British Columbia, 1885-1917.* Vancouver: Douglas &
McIntyre, 1979.

Tataryn, Lloyd. *Dying for a Living: The Politics of Industrial Death.* Ottawa:

Vincenthier, Georges. *Une Idéologie québécoise de Louis-Joseph Papineau à
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1979 Articles


———. “Red-baiting — Trade-Union Style: Cold War Factionalism in the Canadian Trade Union Movement,” *Our Generation*, 13 (2), Spring 1979, 31-49. [Concentrates on the period from 1935 to 1950, and examines the role of communism on the trade union movement.]


Cross, Michael S. “Recent Writings in Social History,” *History and Social Science Teacher*, 14 (3), Spring 1979, 155-164.

Davies, Ian. "Redefining Our Own Milieu," Canadian Forum, 59 (689), May 1979, 10-11. [The role of the NDP and the PQ in Canadian socialism.]


"Libertas Brammel" (pseudonym) see Brammel, Libertas (pseud.)


edited by Lewis R. Fischer and Eric W. Sager. St. John's, Nfld: Maritime History Group, Memorial University of Newfoundland, 1979, 123-146.


1978 Books and Theses
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Flesherton: Canadian Intelligence Service, 1978. [A timely reprint of a 1947 pamphlet, lest anyone forget the wonders of the Cold War — GSK.]


Davidson, Joe and John Deverell. The Autobiography of Joe Davidson. Toronto: J. Lorimer, 1978. [Davidson was the leader of the Canadian Union of Postal Workers.]


Relations Centre, Queen's University, 1978. [Issues affecting collective bargaining for Ontario teachers, including historical commentary on their labour relations.]


Ferris, John et al. 50 Years of Labour in Algoma: Essays on Aspects of Algoma’s Working-Class History. Sault Ste. Marie: Algoma University College, 1978. [Seven essays on: the 1903 riots; industrial conditions, labour and immigration; labour in politics; bushworkers' strikes of 1933-34; the 1946 steel strike, and the post-war drive for improved benefits.]


**1978 Articles**


———. "Records of a Wearisome Life: Archival Resources For Classwork," *This Magazine*, 12 (5/6), December 1978, 18-20. [Working-class resources for the labour curriculum; suggestions.]


Clark, John. "'Nickel Joe' Leaves Big Shoes," Canadian Labour, 23 (3), September 1978, 29-33. [The contribution of Joe Morris to the Canadian Labour Congress.]


Cuneo, Carl J. "Class Exploitation in Canada," Canadian Review of Sociology
and Anthropology, 15 (3), August 1978, 284-300. [Covers the period from 1917-1971.]


"The Hungry Thirties: 1930-1939," *Sound Heritage*, 7 (4), 1978, 40-59. [Jenny Shouldice, Art Clark, Red Walsh, Bill Cross, Pat Foley, Steve Brodie, Harold Winch and Bobby Jackson comment on hunger marches, relief camps, the On-To-Ottawa Trek and Bloody Sunday (Vancouver, 1938) and its aftermath.]


Katz, Larry and Douglas McDermott. "Looking Backward, Moving Forward: The Attack in the Public Sector," *This Magazine*, 12 (5/6), December 1978, 8-12. [Unions in the public sector in Canada, with a focus on the Canadian Union of Postal Workers and the Canadian Union of Public Employees.]


“The OPP and the Fleck Strike,” This Magazine, October 1978, 26-27.


Piercey, F. “Interview with a Fleck Striker [by Ellen Tolmie],” *This Magazine*, October 1978, 24-29.


Smart, Pat. “Krista Maeots, 1945-1978,” *This Magazine*, 12 (5/6), December 1978, 34-35. [Eulogy for a young member of the NDP Waffle, and a Canadian nationalist and feminist.]


"Two Steps Back: 1920-1929," *Sound Heritage*, 7 (4), 1978, 28-39. [Blackie Taylor, Al Parkin, Sam Engler and Hjalmar Bergren comment on One Big Union, the 1923 Longshore Strike (Vancouver), and working conditions in B.C.]


———. "A Pioneer Woman in the Labour Movement," *Alberta History*, 26 (1), Winter 1978, 10-16. [Teklia Chaban and her connection with the Social Democratic Party (Ukrainian Branch) and the United Mine Workers of America in Cardiff, Alberta.]

**Update 1970-1977**

**NOTE TO THE READER:** Ordinarily, the annual bibliography in Canadian labour history features two primary sections: the preceding year's work, and an update to items missed in the previous year's bibliography. Last year, therefore, you saw the 1977 bibliography with a 1976 update.

Unfortunately, many good citations from 1975 or earlier could not be included; they failed to satisfy the criteria for dates. In this and future bibli-
graphies, the update section will be expanded to list newly discovered citations from 1970 to the present.

Those who examined the recently published The Labour Companion, Bulletin no. 8 of the Committee on Canadian Labour History, will have noted the omission of articles from the Last Post, several of which dealt with the Nova Scotia Fishermen’s Strike. To pacify your chagrin, they are now included in this update, as will all other relevant information overlooked by the bibliographer.

As labour history springs from communal roots, burgeoning bibliographers and resourceful researchers are begged to submit their findings for inclusion here.

**Books and Theses**


Kenyon, Ron. *To the Credit of the People*. Toronto: Ontario Credit Union League from employee credit union origins.


Meloche, Jean and Jean Boivin. Le Travail: point de vue sur notre réalité. S.I., s.n., 1977. [From the Sommet économique La Malbaie, Québec, 1977.]


Norris, John and Margaret Prang, eds. Personality and History in British Columbia: Essays in Honour of Margaret Ormsby. Victoria, 1977. [Contains essays on B.C. labour history.]


*Le Travail: point de vue sur notre réalité... Sommet économique La Malbaie, Québéc, 1977. S.l.: s.n., 1977.*


**Articles**


———. "If We Just Lay Down, We Don't Know How Many People We'll Be Dumpin'," Last Post, 1 (8), Summer 1971, 11-18, 65-68. [The Nova Scotia fishermen's strike, the UPAWU, and Acadian Fisheries Limited.]


"Everyone Is Waiting," Last Post, 1 (6), September 1970, 34-38. [Labour conditions in Glace Bay, N.S.; Caraquet, N.B.; and Gaspé, Quebec.]


Ricker, Eric. "The Uses and Abuses of Historical Sources: George Drew's Letter of Resignation as Conservative Party Organizer, the CIO 'Menace'


"Working is Bad for You... and It's Getting Worse." *Last Post*, 5 (6), August 1976, 34-39. [The hazards to industrial workers in Canada.]


---

**Announcement: FOR THE PRESS**

The Eugene V. Debs Papers Projects at Indiana State University is searching for material on Debs to be included in the publication of his complete works — his correspondence (including letters to and from Debs), his speeches, and his writings. The project, which is supported by a grant from the National Historical Publications and Records Commission and by Indiana State University, will publish Debs’ entire works in a microform edition and selected correspondence in letterpress volumes. We urge anyone who has Debs papers, personal recollections, clippings, photos, or other relevant material, or who would like to know more about our project, to write to: J. Robert Constantine, Editor, Debs Papers Project, History Dept., Indiana State University, Terre Haute IN. 47809.